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The News-Letter
February 17, 1905,

Oxford and the Rhodes Scholarships.

THE latest set of candidates for the
scholarships established at Oxford
by the will of the late Mr. Cecil

Rhodes have recently come up for their
examinations, and will soon be on their
way to the great English University. In
view of the small number of candidates in

our own State who have taken adva ntage
of the offer, it would seem that there must

be a good deal of ignorance as to just what
Mr. Rhodes' bequest means. Many people

are asking "What are the Rhodes' Scholar-

ships What sort of men are the scholars
What kind of a place is Oxford, and what

does it offer to Americans?" To answer

these questions fully would require more

space than is at the writer's disposal, and we
can only hope to give in the present article

a general idea on each of these points.
Mr. Rhodes' idea when he established the

scholarships was a very broad one. He

planned to gather together young men from

every part of the world where there are
English-speaking people, whether subjects

of the King or citizens of the United States;

and he also wished to add to these students
from the German Empire, in order to bring

the Germans into closer relations and better
nnderstanding with their Anglo-Saxon
cousins. Mr. Rhodes had a firm faith in the
future of the Anglo-Saxons, and believed

that the two great branches of that race

could, if united (not politically, but by

mutual sympathy and interest) be a power

for good in the world such as has never be-

fore existed. Being an Englishman and a

graduate of Oriel College, he believed firmly

in Knglish Institutions and above all in the

educational system of Oxford. He there-

fore determined to bring together represent-

atives from the English speaking states in

every part of the world, in order that the

Anglo-Saxons may know their old home and
its people, and that they in turn may be
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known and understood by the men of their
race everywhere. With this end in view,
he left in his will ten million dollars to en-
dow nearly two hundred scholarships at Ox-
ford ;.fifteen of them are for Germans, seven-
ty-eight for men from the English Colonies,
and ninety-six for Americans from the
United States. According to this arrange-
ment, one man is appointed from each State
and Territory in 1904, and another in 1905;
in the third year there are no appointments,
and with the fourth the arrangement repeats
itself. At the last selection of candidates
every State sent a candidate except Florida,
Mississippi, Nevada, New Mexico, and Ari-
zona, and forty-three appointments were
made.
In one respect at least these forty-three

young men were nearly all alike. Almost all
of them were Bachelors of Arts from some
American College, and indeed, not a few were
M. A. 's. Then, too, almost all were Frater-
nity men, while several had attained to the
honor of wearing a small gold key on their
watch fobs. All of them had definitely de-
cided what they were going to do at Oxford;
some were anxious to study law, others his-
tory or literature; while a few were going
in for classics and several for modern lan-
guages. On the arrival of the party in Eng-
land, the London Press commented on them
kindly, if a little sarcastically. The "Ex-
press" spoke of them as follows:
"All are young men, all are scholars, all

are athletes (it should have said athletic),
but they are very American. Eager, sallow,
brimming over with enthusiasm, and dressed
in the free-and-easy style affected by the
American student, they are likely to cause
a decided stir in the select circles of the
University on the Isis. It will be long before
they attain to the Oxford manner. So pro-
nounced is their nasal twang that their pros-
pects of rising to the Oxford drawl are poor.
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These difficulties have, however, no terrors
for the thirty-five. They have other views."
The "Daily Telegraph" had an editorial

on the subject in which it remarked:
"The ordinary undergraduate is a little

astonished to find the scholars are much like
other Freshmen, instead of being distin-
guished, as he hoped, by the strangeness of
their attire, the unconventionality of their
manners, and a profusion of hirsute adorn-
ment in the shape of beards. It would have
added much to the picturesqueness of Ox-
ford if these Parthians, Medes and Elamites,
and dwellers in Mesopotamia had arrived,
let us say, like red Indians or Basutos or
flat-footed Hollanders."

It has taken the young American some
little time to get used to Oxford, for every-
thing over there was very different from the
American Colleges from which they came.
The reader must recollect that Oxford con-
sists, not of one college, but of twenty-one
different colleges. The appointees had been
allowed to decide what college they pre-
ferred to enter, and they were provided for
as nearly as possible in accordance with
these expressed preferences. Every college
received two or three of the newcomers,
Oriel, Magdalen, Christ Church, and Brase-
nose seeming to have been among the most
popular. The wishes of the new scholars
with regard to studies took the authorities
rather by surprise. They had expected that
all the men would wish to take the regular
college course, but instead nearly all of them
wished advanced work; naturally having
their degrees already, they had not come to
Oxford to go over again what they had
already learned. But Oxford has different
ideas from ours on the utility of the three
years spent in college. A much greater
emphasis is laid on the development of cul-
ture and character than on mere knowledge
gained from books. So much is this so that
mere residence in the social and intellectual
environment of the University is considered
a matter of prime importance. With us in
America, men are allowed and even some-
times encouraged to graduate as early as
possible, and permitted to work over-time
if by so doing they can graduate "ahead
of their class." At Oxford one must "re-

side" in the college the full number of terms
provided for by statute. A man may pass
all the necessary examinations and yet be
compelled to reside on, in perfect idleness,
so far as doing required work is concerned,
in order to absorb the full amount of the
Oxford atmosphere. It is for this reason
that at Oxford most of the studying is done
not in term time, but during the three long
holidays—two months at Christmas, two at
Easter, and four in Summer. During the
four months of term time a man is expected
to read with his tutor, and go to the lectures
which his tutor indicates as advisable. The
rest of his time he divides between athletics
and social duties, leaving the hard work till
vacation.
The aforementioned tutor is the founda-

tion of the Oxford educational system, which
thereby differs in another point from the
American plan. It is by the tutors that the
main instruction is carried on. The tutor,
in America the resort of the backward and
feeble-minded, is at the English University,
the principal, in fact, the only teacher. He
takes hold of his charge's studies, searching
out his weak points and strengthening them,
advises him as to hours and methods of
study, giving him lists of books to read, and
questioning him as to the results of his read-
ing. There are lectures, indeed, plenty of
them, but attendance on them is not required
by the University, although the student will
probably find it advantageous to go to them.
Examinations are the one test, and they are
severe ones and no man who has not worked
well during the term can get through them
creditably.
No one is in a hurry at Oxford, and the

new man may take his time in getting ad-
justed. The upper classmen are important
factors in getting the new corners introduced
into the life of the University in the proper
way. In a manner exactly opposite to the
method in which such things are arranged
in America, the second year men at Oxford,
those who correspond to the Sophomores in
our colleges, constitute themselves the pro-
tectors and friends of the Freshmen. Every
second year man is expected to give a series
of breakfasts, at which the new men become
acquainted with their immediate Seniors, and
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with the men of their own year. And it may
be remarked in passing that the wine, whis-
key, and tobacco for these and other such
entertainments are supplied by the College
authorities, and the money paid into the
Treasury. What a sensation such a course
would create in this country!
Everyone at Oxford is expected to go in

for some form of athletics as soon as he gets
there. Running, rowing, cricket and foot-
ball are the principal forms it takes. The
Americans are, for the most part, learning
to row; several are playing on the Freshman
football team, and in one college there are

Some

Laughter, grace, and prettiness,
Never could" agree;

Each would choose a different girl,
Different as could be.

Wisdom, too, would hunt alone,
And loved Venus fair;

Each could never be content,
With the other there.

Now all dwell in happiness,
Live in peace divine;

Each has made her lasting choice,
You--my • Valentine.

My Valentine, I come to-day,
To plead my cause in great dismay,
No lover e'er was so beset,
By greater doubt or fear or fret,

How he may hopeful homage pay.

I hardly know just what to say,
For you would spurn an Eastern lay,
No sooner read, than it forget;

My Valentine.
But ah, I've found the secret gay,
A brilliant plan I will portray,
A postmark o'er the rhyme I'll set,
Renew my hope, and win out yet,

For now you never can say nay;
My Valentine.

three Americans on the team. Others are
at work on the track, where practice goes
on the whole year round. In a recent
Freshman track meet, eight of the ten events
were carried off by Americans—Schutt, of
Cornell, Porter, of Bowdoin, and Young, of
South Dakota. Altogether the American
scholars seem to be having things very much
their own way at Oxford in athletic contests.
If they are as good students as athletes,
America will have reason to be proud of
them.

Valentines.

A. 0. FORD, Jr.

Dear Valentine, last year did I
Before your throne most humbly plea,

With look beseeching, love-lorn sigh,
And all the wiles I could design,

That you would grant your favor free
And pityingly look down on me,
And at the end I asked, in fine,

That you would always, truly be
My Valentine, my Valentine.

Fair mistress, dear, I ask no more
That you will be my Valentine,

'Tis not that I now less adore,
Nor worship now less faithfully,

Before your throne I still do pine,
And steadfast pray you may be mine;
But rather that I've changed my plea,

My new one is in just a line—
That I your Valentine may be.

Never was so fair a face,
Wedded to so free a grace,
Nor can there hereafter be,
Angel-goddess sweet as she;
Wealth of sunkissed golden hair,
Glistens o'er her brow so fair,
All the starlight of the skies,
Sparkles in her love-lit eyes;
Truant goddess from above,
Holding all the world in love,
E 'en before thy throne I pray,
Rule—my Valentine for aye.
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MUSICAL CLUBS CONCERT.

On Monday, February 13, the Musical
Clubs gave a concert at the National Park
Seminary at Forest Glen, Md. This trip is
always, if not the pleasantest, at least one of
the most pleasant of the year; and this
season's concert was no exception to the
rule. The men left Camden Station at four
P. M. for Washington. The special car was
there coupled to another train, and the trip
was made to Forest Glen without mishap.
After a quarter of a mile walk across the
snowy lawns, the men arrived at the Semi-
nary. They then met the teachers in an in-
formal way, and were given seats of honor
at the several tables. An excellent dinner
was served, at which a mysterious dish called
"lady lock" was perhaps most enjoyed.
After dinner, a reception was held in the
beautiful social room of the school. Every-
one then adjourned to the theatre, where the
concert was to be given. The concert,
though good, suffered somewhat through the
lack of a quartette. Adkins, of the Medial
School, was unable to come out on account
of a bad cold, and his place could not be
filled. Bristol's solos and recitation were,
as usual, the feature of the evening. After
the concert, the men were invited to the
various sorority houses, where they were
royally entertained, and from which they
could hardly be torn when the time for de-
parture arrived. The train for Washington
was very late, but the wait was pleasantly
spent in singing ('1) certain well-known
ditties, and in rending the night air with fre-
quent "Hullabaloos." Altogether, the trip
was successful in every way, and each mem-
ber of the Club enjoyed it thoroughly.

FRESHIE 'S CONFESSION.

.. When I put out the gas at night,
Somehow I always feel

A sophomore 's beneath my bed
To grab me by the heel;

Though the feeling's uncongenial,
It makes my blood congeal,

And like Achilles makes me wish
I hadn't any heel.

—Harvard Lampoon.

_

UNIVERSITY NOTES.

The Committee for the Senior Banquet,
Messrs. Jackson, Owings and Hudgins, have
decided that the banquet shall take place
on February 21, at the Rennert.

In the past two weeks there have been
several lectures which were, perhaps, of
greater interest and importance than usual.
A series of four lectures was delivered by
Dr. Bailey Willis and Dr. William Morris
Davis, Professor of Geology in Harvard Uni-
versity. Dr. Willis lectured on the two
titles, "Some Landscapes of China,"
and "My Friends, the Chinese." Dr. Davis's
lectures were on "A Summer in Turkestan,"
and "The Work of Glaciers." Dr. S. Weir
Mitchell delivered an especially interesting
talk on January 27. His title was "A Lec-
ture on Lecturers." The audience filled
McCoy Hall to the doors, and in fact many
people could not gain admision and were
turned away. On February 2, Dr. Frederick
Keutgen of the Historical Department lec-
tured on "The Necessity in America of the
Study of the Early History of Modern—."

Two courses of lectures are to be given
in the near future. Dr. Frank L. Blake
will talk on the Philippine Islands. This
course will be preceded by a short geograph-
ical and historical sketch of the Archipelago.
Dr. Keidel will lecture on French Versifica-
tion. The first lecture of this course will
take place on February 4.

Dr. Minton Warren, who was formerly at
the head of the Latin Department of the
University, is spending the winter in Rome.
He has been interested for several years in
the excavations being made in Italy.

Dr. Morse, Prof. of Inorganic Chemistry,
and his Carnegie assistant, Dr. Frazier, have
succeeded after years of experimenting in
making a porous cell possessing the extra-
ordinary strength necessary to measure the
osmotic pressure of a half normal solution.
This cell wak manufactured in the Chemical
Laboratory from an intimate mixture of
Florida and Maryland clays. Never before
in the history of chemistry have measure-
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ments of this character been taken that even
approximate in accuracy those obtained by
Prof. Morse and his assistant. The final
results of their experiments will probably
appear in the near future in the "American
Chemical Journal," of which Dr. Remsen is
editor in chief.

Prof. Bailey Willis, of the U. S. Geological
Survey, who has been exploring the geologi-
cal formations in Manchuria, in the interest
of the Carnegie Institute, and who several
weeks ago gave a series of lectures in McCoy
Hall on his work in the Far East, was enter-
tained while here, at a reception tended the
students of the Hopkins Geological Depart-
ment by Mrs. Mary W. Williams, wife of the
late Prof. Robt. W. Williams, who founded
the Department. Prof. Willis spoke in-
formally to the students, giving many inter-
esting points about his explorations.

The Freshman class pin made its appear-
ance last week. It consists of the numerals
"0-7" in olive, separated from each other
by a large torch of gold. A narrow white
band winds around the pin from left to right
on which are the letters "J. H. U." in gold.
While not a gem of the jeweler's art, the pin
creates a pleasing effect, and compares favor-
ably with those of '05 and '06.
Such pins, while primarily class pins,

should in a measure be representative of the
University. The Freshman pin hardly does
this, owing to the large size and prominence
of the numerals, the comparative smallness
of the University letters ,and the total, ab-
sence of any of the University colors. The
most serious objection to the pin is the fact
that practically the same design has been
adopted by classes in two other institutions
in this city.
However, really good pins are scarce now-

adays, and knowing this, we may say that
the Freshmen have a pin which fully meas-
ures up to most of those we meet.

The popularity of the two dances so far
given by the Johns Hopkins Cotillon Club
has been very evident in the large subscrip-
tion list, and evident enjoyment of those
who attended them. There will be two more
dances, conducted on the same plan as the
two earlier ones. The subscription for the

four dances will be seven dollars. The
Governors were not able to determine last
fall exactly what the dances would cost, but
gave an approximate estimate, in order to be
able to make the subscription exactly equal
to the expenses, when the latter could be
ascertained with greater accuracy. Last
year it will be remembered there were two
dances given, the subscription for each
of which was two dollars and a half. This
year's dances average only a dollar and
seventy-five cents each, a difference of
seventy-five cents for each dance. The third
dance has now been definitely fixed for
February 24.

I do not join the clamoring crowd,
Who to you humble homage pay,

And with them ask the time-worn phrase,
"Wilt be my Valentine to-day?"

But I—I ask a different boon,
And greater boon can ne'er be found,

My question is: "Oh, won't you be
My Valentine the whole year round?"

—Exchange.

EXCHANGES.

"Douglas is the first Governor who will
be unmolested by office-seekers."
" Ilow 's that ? "
"He will 'shoe' them away, of course."

—Harvard Lampoon.

She—I was on my feet for two hours.
He—It must have been a kind of grand-

stand play.

—Exchange.

AT THE GATE.
Attendant Angel—Here comes Joseph.

Shall I let him in?
St. Peter—No; he was devoted to Faro.

—Harvard Lampoon

Sympathetic Friend—I see your son was
injured at college; was it from playing foot-
ball?
Parent—No, he was dropped twice.

=Tiger.
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EDITORIAL.

In talking about journalism as a profes-
sion, John Fox, Jr., the novelist and war
correspondent, said to one of the editors of
this paper: "There is nothing like a year

or two on a newspaper. It teaches a man
the value of close observation and accurate
attention. Were there not something about
the 'cussed' thing, though, that makes it
hard for a man to quit, one year on a paper
would be worth two at College. In fact,
I think it is anyhow."
In this America of ours we are in such a

hurry to get through one thing in order that
we may get at another that what John Fox
says may appear, and to the average man
doubtless is, impracticable. When we get
our undergraduate degree we hasten to en-
ter business life or else at once start to study
for a profession, and a few continue their
studies in the graduate department of this
or some other institution of higher learning.
Again another degree is conferred and the
graduate, nine cases out of ten, cannot write
a logical paragraph of five short sentences.
The whole trouble is that in our unseemly

haste we give too little time to the study and
use of the English language. Even the col-
leges and universities are affected by this
national propensity to finish things quick.
Here at the Hopkins, for instance, we have
only one year in English composition when

we should have two. President Remsen in
one of his addresses admitted this deficiency
and we hope the day is not far off when the
curriculum will be so changed as to remove
it; but that is Dr. Remsen's business and not
ours.
Now while the N4WS-LETTER'S first pur-

pose is to print the news in and around the
University, yet it also, in a measure, serves
to supplement the course in English compo-
sition. To the man who appreciates the
value of knowing how to write it will be of
interest to know that there exists a vacancy
on the NEws-LETTIm Board. The man
who succeeds in winning the position
on its staff will learn a little something of
the art of writing in the only way the power
to write is acquired, which is by writing.
Moreover, he gets something of the training
which John Fox so heartily recommends—
and considers of such great value.

The NEws-LETTL:R wishes to call the atten-
tion of its readers to the third of the lacrosse
criticisms which Mr. Schmeisser is contrib-
uting to our athletic pages this winter. The
Ntws-LETTER is sure that the article will
be read with interest by all those who are
interested in the development of the team,
in which number, we trust, the whole Uni-
versity is included, and not simply those di-
rectly concerned. Lacrosse is, of course, the
great sport at the University. It is the only
game, in fact, in which we meet on equal
terms with the big Northern Colleges. Con-
sequently all the energies of the University
are exerted to make this team a success, as
tradition and college spirit demand that it
should be. A team on which the University
depends for so much and which ranks so high
among its rivals, should attract the interest
and hearty support of everyone in the Uni-
versity, student and professor alike. These
articles by the coach of the team will give
a frank and outspoken view of its skill and
progress and will grow more and more valu-
able as time goes on. Not only, however,
are they of interest to the University at
large, but they are epecially valuable to the
players themselves, for whom Mr. Schmeis-
ser has written the articles. These men will
do well to read, mark, and inwardly digest
the words of their coach, which he takes this
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method of bringing before their eyes in
black and white.

The Book Review Department, promised
two issues ago, makes its first appearance in
this number. From the expressions of ap-
proval which followed our first announce:
ment the editors feel sure that the innovation
will prove popular. It is the intention of
the NEWS-LATTER to review only high-class
literature published by reputable firms, and
to do this in a way which will make the De-
partment of real service to the busy readers
of the paper. Books upon scientific subjects
will be reviewed by students in the depart-
Ments under which they come, qualified by
training and experience to criticise intelli-
gently. Many of the leading publishers of
the country have offered to furnish books for
review and we call them to the attention of
our friends.

The NEWS-LETTER was pleased last week to
receive as an "exchange" the first issue of
"Old Maryland,'3 a monthly just started by
the University of Maryland. Our first im-
pression of "Old Maryland" is distinctly a
favorable one, which we trust will improve
with fuller acquaintance. The paper is well
conceived, well written, and full of news,
and we compliment the editors upon their
first effort.

This issue of the NEws-LETTa makes its
appearance over ten days late. A series of
mishaps, culminating last week in a serious
accident to the printing establishment at
which the presswork of this paper is done,
combined to cause the delay. Under the
circumstances, the editors feel inclined to
congratulate themselves upon getting the
paper out so soon. There is a tradition con-
nected with the N4WS-LETTER that in every
year there is a "Jonah" issue. This issue
is our "Jonah."

"You say he's color-blind?"
" Yes ; he took Dr. Greene 's course when

he might have taken Dr. Brown's."

THE PROPHET IN HIS OWN
COUNTRY.

It is surprising how little is known of the
Hopkins right here in Baltimore. The great
majority of the people you meet on the
street can direct you to the Hospital, but
few are aware of the presence of the Uni-
versity; that is, comparatively few. A Har-
vard man was in Baltimore not long ago,
and tells this story:
"I happened to be passing through Balti-

more, and it occurred to me that as I had a
day at my disposal I couldn't do better than
see something of the great American Uni-
versity of which I had heard so much. More-
over, I had a friend here who is a graduate
student in chemistry, and I thought I'd look
him up and make him show me through the
Hopkins. At Union Station I inquired how
to get to the Hopkins, and, following my
directions, I soon arrived at. Broadway.
There I found, of course, the Medical School
and learned for the first time that the Uni-
versity proper was situated across town at
a distance of a mile or more. I was told,
however, how to reach it. When I got off
the Madison Avenue car at Monument St.
I looked around and saw some large build-
ings, but to make sure that they housed the
University, I stepped into the cigar store
next door to what I now know to be Lever-
ing Hall. 'Will you tell me,' I asked, 'in
which one of these buildings the Chemical
Laboratory of the University is to be found?'
"'Why,' said my Baltimore friend, 'what

University do you mean ?"The Hopkins,'
I replied. 'Oh, the Johns Hopkins—well,
that's around here somewhere, but I am
sorry I can't tell you exactly where.'
"Well," continued the Harvard man, "to

make a long story short I found my friend
and he showed me through your various
laboratories and libraries, and I had some
of your big men pointed out to me and also
had the pleasure of meeting two of them.
I was very much impressed, I'll admit, but
the thing that I'll never forget and can't
understand, is how the cigar man did not
know, though he lived next door to it, where
the University was."
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The Progress of the Lacrosse Team.
It has been about six weeks since the last

report of the progress of the men trying for

our lacrosse team has appeared in the col-

umns of the INNWS-LETTER. During this

interval the good work has been going on,

watched with interest by the old "stand-

bys" who, seated in the gallery, say things

under their breath when a bad play is made

and applaud when a bit of Hopkins team-

work becomes apparent.

The coaches are still working on this dif-

ficult problem: given the material in hand,

what is the combination that will make the

championship team of 1905? Each man has

been shifted from place to place so as to be

given an opportunity to display any inherent

qualities which he may have peculiar to a

certain position. When the man or group

of men best suited for each respective posi-

tion has been found, the coaches will pick

out the faults of the player and try to eradi-

cate them.

Never before have so many men, trying

for the team, played with such equal ability;

nevertheless, the coaches feel safe in predict-

ing that the team will be picked from the

following players: Captain Dill, FIlanck,

Strobhar, Meyer, Morse, Hudgins, H. Smith,

Chambers, Bryan, Shakelford, Erlanger,

Mengel, Knipp, Tough, MacSherry, W.

Blank, Hartman, Armstrong, Pease, Raleigh,

H. Schrneisser, Holland and Iglehart.

Since the scope of this report will not

allow a detailed criticism of each player, a

few general remarks will have to suffice.
The players left over from last year have

lost none of their cunningness; but are not
at present playing a steady game. Their

stickwork is not as sure as it ought to be,
no doubt often due to the bad light in the
cage. Much the same may be said of those
men who played on the scrub last year, only

their ability to do the right thing at the
right time, or a lack of scientific knowledge
of the game is their additional weakness.
As for the freshmen, they have been making
fine progress; they have learned much of the
game in the last six weeks, but they have
yet many a mile to travel before they will

begin to fill the place of a man with three
or four years' experience. Their principal
stumbling block is "stickwork ;" no man can
play a good game of lacrosse if he is com-
pelled to think about the ball after he
touches it with his stick.
In conclusion the writer will say that it

is the opinion of the coaches that from a
physical point of view, we have better ma-
terial for a team this year than last. The
men are heavier, faster, and ought to be
able to stand more work. Now, is it possible
for this rather raw team to take on that
stickwork and team-work which have been
the greatest factors in Hopkins' success in
the past? It can, but only by each player
making an exact study of where his part-
ners wish to have the ball passed and putting
it there. This careful "stickwork" prac-
tice may be tedious to some men, but it is
the only sure road to success. If we want
a great team this year we must have team- •
work.

Wm. C. Schmeisser.
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HOPKINS, 20; U. of M., 8.

Five hundred persons witnessed the initial
performance of Hopkins upon the basket-
ball field, on the evening of Saturday, Jan.
21 ,when our valiant quintet played the Uni-
versity of Maryland in the Hopkins cage.
That same five hundred soon realized that
lacrosse and football not alone offered us
unbounded possibilities, when we defeated
the Black and Red team to the tune of 20-8.

It had been specially announced through-
out the University that the evening was to
be a social event, and the claim was justified
by the brilliant audience that witnessed the
game. Some of the season's fairest debu-
tantes adorned the otherwise unimposing
gallery of the cage and patches of Black
and Blue on their dresses, showed plainly
that our men had loyal sympathizers among
Baltimore's fairest. President and Mrs.
Remsen occupied a central position in the
front row of the gallery, and other members
of the faculty also lent their encouragement.
Promptly at 8.30 the Maryland team

trotted out on the field to the hospitable
applause of our rooters and the encourage-
ments of their own following. They en-
gaged in a brief practice, and it was imme-
diately remarked, that, while they out-
weighed our men, they lacked team work.
Five minutes later a rousing "Hullabaloo"
greeted our team.
The toss-up gave us the south goal, and

quickly the two teams lined up. After a
few anxious moments of suspense, Referee
Kistler sounded the whistle, and the battle
began which was to decide our chances at
the new game. The first encouragement
was remarked in the fact that our centre,
Helmholtz, had been well placed, for with
remarkable precision he sent the ball to
Holmes. After the first few moments, re-
quired for the individual opponents to size
up each other, it gradually became apparent
that our better team work was going to give
us unexpected chances. The game put up
by the Maryland boys, while not lacking in.
ardor, was disappointing from the frequency
with which their players fouled. These
fouls were made more conspicuous by the
accuracy with which we took advantage of
them in getting goals from the foul line.
Within the first five minutes Holmes had

thrice filled the basket on foul goals. Then
for a short while Maryland turned the tables
on us and secured two foul goals. It would
be impossible to decribe in detail the plays
that followed. Suffice it to say that we
showed throughout the game superior team
work and goal throwing. McClure threw
two field goals in the first half and Holmes
added another to the score, together with
three more foul goals.
The second half showed for a while a

change for the better in Maryland's playing,
but the change was short-lived. Five more
foul goals and one field goal were scored by
Holmes, while Helmholtz threw the fifth one.
Maryland succeeded in placing two field
goals and two more foul goals to her credit,
and the game ended with the score 20-8.
The feature of the game was the extreme

accuracy displayed by Captain Holmes in
throwing goal from the foul line. Out of
the fifteen chances offered him he succeeded
in ten. Maryland threw four foul goals out
of the fourteen chances offered. The strong
defense work of Strobar and McClure also
deserves special mention.
Our line-up was as follows: Helmholtz,

c; Holmes (Capt.), r. f.; Holden—Blanck,
I. f.; McClure, r. d.; Strobar, 1. d.

PENN., 42; HOPKINS, 13.
Before a large and enthusiastic audience

Hopkins went down to defeat last Friday
night in what was undoubtedly the most im-
portant game of basket ball which the Uni-
versity has played this season. I say enthu-
siastic; yes, for the friends of both teams,
Hopkins and Penn, were out in full force,
and yelled lustily for their respective favor-
ites. But some of the friends of the Black
and Blue were not so enthusiastic, for to play
and defeat Dickinson is one thing; and to
tackle old Penn is another, for it must be
remembered that Penn's basket ball team is
scarcely excelled by any in the country, un-
less it be Columbia's.

It is not to be expected that such a new
aggregation of players as Hopkins has can
successfully cope with such old veterans as
Penn; and although Hopkins lost the game,
it is to our great credit that we scored
at all.
Shortly after the game started it became
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apparent that Hopkins was utterly outclass-

ed. Our team work could not possibly

equal that of our opponents, which was al-

most perfect, for no matter where the ball

was sent, it nearly always landed in Penn's

hands. Penn's long passes were the features

of the game; and their team work and speed

will long be remembered. Most of Hopkins'

goals were made from the foul, and while

the visitors made their 42 goals almost at

will, the locals found opportunity to pile up

13 for themselves.
The line-up was as follows:

U. of P. Position. J. H. U.
Flint R F. McClure
niers L F Boyd

Walker   Holmes

Fales R D. Houghton

Lawrence .L. D. Strobar
Referee—Mr. Orchard. Umpire—Mr. McGinnis,

.1. H. U. Timekeepers—Mr. Kistler, J. H. U., and

Mr. Morgan. Time of Halves-20 minuets. Score

—U. of P., 42; J. H. U., 13.

THE MEET.

The ninth annual indoor meet of the Johns

Hopkins University was, in every respect, a

decided success. There was a large and en-

thusiastic attendance; the events were well

contested; and, what is more important to

the Hopkins student, the University won the

meet by a good margin. The failure to ob-

tain a worthy opponent for the relay team

was the cause of much disappointment; but

the disappointment was somewhat lessened

by the excellent work of the Hopkins men

in the individual events. Entered in seven

events, they won three firsts, five seconds and

one third, making a total of 31 points out of

a possible 63.
The events were run off with a prompt-

ness which reflects great credit upon the

officials. Hill won the open thirty yard dash

by a very small margin from Walker of

Georgetown. In the quarter, Gilbert ran

second to Randall, M. A. C., who, as usual,

won; and Hunter was beaten out by Lo-

rando, G. U., by a yard for third place.

Stewart put up a splendid fight for first in

the half, but was beaten out by Lorando in

the same time in which the latter won the

event last year. Boyce, J. H. U., was third.

Hopkins did not place in the high jump;

but took both first and second in the shot put.

The prettiest race of the evening was,

without doubt, the mile. Breyer, B. C. C.,
set a fast pace from the start. At the fif-

teenth, lap Morse passed him with some diffi-

culty and held the lead until the last lap
when Griffith, who had been quietly holding

third, made a beautiful sprint and won by
about 10 yards.
The surprise of the evening came in the

broad jump. Davis, of the City College, beat
Hill by about nine inches. Hill's best jump

was 21 ft. 8 in., while Davis jumped 22 ft.
51/2 in. Hill's jump was far below his usual
mark; his failure was probably due to over-
confidence, as he missed the take-off several
times.
The inter-scholastic events and the relay

races were close and interesting, and good
marks were made in all, especially the 30-
yard dash, in which the time was one-fifth
of a second faster than that of the open dash.
The only fault to be found with the meet

is one which the officials were, perhaps, un-
able to prevent: the crowding of the specta-
tors on the field. The only persons who had
a right on the field were the athletes, the
officials, and the spectators who held seats
on the grounds; nevertheless there were
about three times as many people crowded
on the field. The contestants in both the
broad jump and pole vault were hindered
by the crowds, and at the next meet some
remedy should be found for this evil.
The following is a summary of events of

special interest to Hopkins men:
30-yard Dash (open). Won by J. S. Hill,

J. H. IL; second, R. H. Walker, G. U.; third,
W. D. Randall, M. A. C. Time, 4 sec.
440-yard Dash (open). Won by W. D.

Randall, M. A. C.; second, G. B. Gilbert, J.
H. U.; third, S. J. Loran do, G. U. Time,
1.0034.
880-yard Run. Won by S. J. Lorando, G.

IL; second, 0. H. Stewart, J. H. U.; third,
W. G. Boyce, J. H. U. Time, 2.193's.
1 Mile Run. Won by G. M. Griffith, J

H. U.; second, H. V. Morse, J. H. U.; third,
F. Breyer, B. C C Time, 5.063.

Shot-put. Won by H. B. Stone, J. H. U.;
second, 0. B. Lawson, J. H. U. (Med.) ; third,
J.. W. Orme, C. I. Distance, 37 ft.
Broad Jump. Won by C. P. Davis, B. C.

C.; second, J. S. Hill, J. H. U.; third, W. D.
Randall, M. A C Distance, 22 ft. 51/2 in.
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THE LACROSSE SCHEDULE.
April 8—Pennsylvania, in Baltimore.
April 15—Harvard, in Baltimore.
April 22—Stevens Institute, in Baltimore.
April 29—Lehigh, in Baltimore.
May 6—Mt. Washintgon, at Mt. Washing-

ton.
May 12—Swarthmore, at Swarthmore.
Game with Toronto pending.
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Book Reviews.
"The Napoleon Myth," by Henry Ridgely

Evans; 91/2x6; 65 pp.; Open Court Publish-
ing Co., 324 Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.
Undoubtedly this is one of the most inter-

esting Napoleonic studies the editor has had
the good fortune to meet with. As the
author says, "It has been the fate of great
historical personages to have woven about
them a tissue of myths and fables—entirely
obscuring the true character of the men.
One has to unwind these cerement clothes in
order to get a view of the body." It is for
the purpose of dissipating some of the more
common of the countless myths and fanciful

.stories which have grown up about the name
of Napoleon that "The Napoleon Myth"
has been written. It is astonishing upon
reading the book to find how much of one's
conception of the great Corsican belongs to
the realm of pure fancy. The story does not
pretend to be exhaustive, but the light it
sheds upon the character and motives of
the real Napoleon make it valuable, while
the easy style of the writer renders it delight-
ful reading.
Not the least interesting part of the vol-

ume is a reprint of the famous satire of Jean
Baptiste Peres, published in 1827. This
satire, one of the best ever written in any
language, was intended as an attack upon
the scepticism of the age in which it was
published, and was directed more especially
at the teachings of M. Depuis, who main-

Exch
He—Now, grammatically speaking, would

you call a kiss a conjunction?
She—I don't know. Whatever it is I

can't decline it.

tained that all religions, that of Jesus of
Nazareth among them, could be explained as
solar myths. Using the exact methods of M.
Dupuis, Peres "proved" with a delightful
mimicry of historical methods, that Napoleon
was merely an allegorical being, the person-
ification of the sun!
The book is handsomely bound and is il-

lustrated with excellent reproductions of
famous Napoleonic pictures.

"Tor A Street Boy of Jerusalem," by
Florence Morse Kingsley; 7x41/; 190 pp.;
price $1.00; Henry Altemus Co., 507-513
Cherry Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
"Tor" is a first-rate story and at the same

time a book of some historical value. The
description of the life of the common people
in Jerusalem at the time of Christ shows
evidence of careful work on the part of the
writer. The religious element is well han-
dled. The illustrations, by F. A. Eckman,
and the general "get-up" of the book, are
of the fine quality that one expects from the
Altemus press.

Old College Songs; 9x53/4; 32 pp.; paper;
The Orville Brewer Pub. Co., Chicago, Ill.

This is a comprehensive collection of the
old favorite songs sung by generations of
college men and known by everyone who has
come in contact with college life.

anges.
The freshman who had just paid his fees

struck a reverential attitude and said, "I
was a stranger and they took me in."

—:change.
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Notes From Other Colleges.

Extensive plans for the new buildings for

George Washington University, formerly

Columbian, are now in preparation. The

University recently acquired a number of

acres just south of the White House, front-

ing on the President's Park, within a few

hundred yards of the Potomac. The George

Washington Memorial Association is now

raising $500,000 by popular subscription to

erect the central administration building of

the group.

By a new rule, the attendance of students

upon lectures at the University of Vermont

is left to the honor of the students. The plan

is said to be working well.

About 150 Harvard students, representing

all departments, will lead the students' divi-

sion in the inaugural parade.

Last week Oberlin College received a gift
of $5,000 for a new Art Building, a pledge of
$3,000 for endowment, and a legacy of $5,000.

A new $400,000 gymnasium is nearly com-
pleted at the University of Pennsylvania.
The attendance of students at the T.Tniver-

sity of Maryland this year is: Law, 200;
Medicine, 350; Dentistry, 165; Pharmacy,
72; Nurses' Training School, 55. Total, 842.
President Fell, of St. John's College, in

a recent speech suggested the amalgamation
of St. John's, the University of Maryland,
and the Maryland Agricultural College, thus
forming a university with academic, law,
medical, pharmacological, dental and agri-
cultural departments.

The last Yale-Princeton debate is to be
compiled in book form, with full reports of
the speeches.

President Harper in his quarterly report
announces. gifts to the University of Chicago
aggregating $470,290.

Yale will increase its tuition fees next
year.

Pennsylvania, Cornell, and Columbia will
hold a triangular debate on March 11.
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UNION THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
7001PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK.

Fully ?equipped for scholarly and practical work, in the
midst of the Christian enterprises of a great city, in close
academic relations with Columbia and New York Universities,
offers opportunities for the degrees of B. D., A. M., and Ph. D.
Open on equal terms to students of all Christian bodies.

SEVENTIETH YEAR begins September 27th, 190i.
Address the President of the Faculty, the

REV. CHARLES CUTHBERT HALL, D. D.
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